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Abstract 

In X-ray computed tomography (CT) imaging, 
projections taken by a scanner are used to reconstruct 
the internal structure of an object. Due to the complexity 
of the data, the problem of reconstruction is a time 
consuming process. Although modern processors have 
gained sufficient power to be competitive in 2D 
reconstruction, it is not the case for 3D reconstruction 
especially when iterative methods are used. Today, the 
technology allows reducing this drawback effectively. In 
this work we compare two iterative algorithms of image 
reconstruction based on GPU implementation. 
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1. Introduction 

In medicine, the diagnosis based on computed 
tomography is fundamental for the detection of abnormal 
tissues by different attenuation on X-ray energy, which 
frequently is not clearly distinguished for radiologists. In 
CT imaging, a set of projections taken with a scanner is 
used to reconstruct the internal structure of an object. 
The intensity of a beam of X-ray that passes through 
some object is observed to decrease.  By moving the 
source and detector, it is possible to obtain a set of 
projections. A single k-th projection at angle r can be 
defined as an integral of image intensities f(x,y) along a 
line l  and is given by the formula: 

     
l

rk dlyxfP ),(,   (1) 

The reconstruction problem consists of determining 
the values of the function f(x,y) from the set of the 
experimental projection data P. 

In the last three decades, in computer tomography 
have been proposed different methods to reconstruct 
images.  If analytical methods have been derived from 
Radon transform [1], in iterative methods, it is optimized 
an objective function such as a function of maximum 
likelihood or minimum error. All iterative algorithms have 
in common operations that dominate the computational 
cost. 

In CT, it is common to find under sampled set of no 
equally spaced projections. In these cases, images 
reconstructed with analytical methods are highly 
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degraded due to insufficient and noisy projections.  On the other hand, iterative 
methods do not require complete data collection and do provide the optimal 
reconstruction in noisy conditions in the image. These methods allow reconstructing 
images with higher contrast and precision in noisy conditions from a small number of 
projections than the methods based on the Fourier transform [2]. 

However, for practical use the iterative algorithms must be as efficient as 
possible.    

The compute operations used in the reconstruction process are pixel-voxel 
operations. These operations have few dependencies and are executed in large 
loops. The appropriate platforms for such operations are vector processors or 
massively parallel architectures and graphical process units (GPUs).  

Although widely used in nuclear medicine (gamma-camera, single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET)), 
iterative reconstruction has not yet penetrated in CT. The main reason for this is that 
data sets in CT are much larger than in nuclear medicine and iterative reconstruction 
then becomes computationally very intensive.  Acceleration of iterative 
reconstruction is an active area of research. Stone et al. [3] describe the accelerated 
reconstruction algorithm on graphical processing units (GPUs) for advanced 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). They reconstruct images of 1283 voxels in over 
one minute. Johnson and Sofer [4] propose a parallel computational method for 
emission tomography applications that is capable of exploiting the sparsity and 
symmetries of the model and demonstrate that such a parallelization scheme is 
applicable to the majority of iterative reconstruction algorithms. The time needed for 
the reconstruction of thick-slices images (128x128x23 in voxels) is over 3 minutes.  
Pratx et al [5] show results of iterative reconstruction using GPU in PET. The 
required time on a single GPU to reconstruct an image of 1603 voxels is 8.8 second. 
Multi GPU implementation of tomographic reconstruction accelerates reconstruction 
of images 350x350x9 up to 67 seconds on a single GPU and 32 seconds on four 
GPUs [6].  

It seems that the resolution of the image to be reconstructed remains to be a 
problem.  In our previous work we have reported results on using Extensive Toolkit 
for Scientific computation (PETSc) and binary format of input data to facilitate the 
programming task and accelerate the whole process of reconstruction [7-8].  In this 
research, our aim is to take advantage of the massive computing power of GPU in 
order to reconstruct CT images with higher resolution without losing quality. We 
present a description and validation of our algorithms. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the mathematical 
aspects of two iterative algorithms more relevant to this work are described; GPU 
implementation of these algorithms is presented in section 3; Then we describe the 
methodology used to carry out experiments and present some results. Finally, we 
summarize our conclusions.    

2. Theoretical considerations 

In literature have been presented various algorithms to resolve the reconstruction 
problem (1) (see [9] for revision).  

An algebraic approach to the reconstruction problem is reduced to the lineal 
system  

,PxA       (2) 

where the system matrix A simulates computer tomography functioning and its 
elements  depend on the projection number  and the angle and may not be square,  
x is a column matrix whose values represent intensities of the image , and the 
column matrix  P represents projections collected by a scanner.  

In this approach, to reconstruct the internal structure of an object is equivalent to 
solve the system (2) in terms of measured projections. 

 Many properties of the reconstructed image depend on the approximations when 
calculating the system matrix of (2). In practice, A is a rectangular no symmetrical 
sparse matrix and therefore it is recommendable to store only nonzero elements. 
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The appropriate storage format for such matrices is Compact Sparse Row (CSR) or 
Compact Sparse Column (CSC) format. A could be computed previously, which 
would accelerate the reconstruction process.  

In our work, we have implemented two iterative algorithms to resolve the 
reconstruction problem (2). In expectation maximization method (EM), first an object 
function is defined and then this function is optimized. It is considered that noise in 
projections follows the Poisson distribution [10]. 

2.1. Maximum likelihood expectation maximization for transmition 
tomography (MLEM) 

In MLEM, it is looking for an image that makes more likely to occur the experimental 
data. The basic idea is as follows: for the given set of the experimental data y, find 
the distribution of the lineal attenuation coefficient 

 
that maximize the probability   

)/( yP 
.
 

The iterations in MLEM have the following form:  
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where  21,2,..n=j|x=x j  
is an image vector of n

2 pixels,  

 m=i|p=p i 1,2...
 
represents  the projection vector,   ijA=A  is the system 

matrix of m x n
2 , whose elements  give the length of the segment of the  i th X-ray  

going through the jth image pixel. 

2.2. Least Square QR method (LSQR) 

The second algorithm we implemented is the Least Square QR method (LSQR) [11]. 
This method solves the system (2) by minimizing .min

2
PAx  The matrix A is 

normally large and sparse and is used only to compute products of the form Av and 
ATu for various vectors v and u. In this work we use Siddon’s  algorithm to compute  
elements of the matrix in a rectangular grid [12].  It has been found that Siddon’s 
algorithm gives a good approximation of the system matrix A [13]. 

The main steps of LSQR: 
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3. GPU implementation 

Computer graphic cards, such as NVIDIA Tesla K20c  have been used  to carry out 
the experiment. Such a GPU card has a total number of 2496 cuda cores with 5GB 
memory, shared by all processor cores. Utilizing such a GPU card with tremendous 
parallel computing ability considerably elevate the computation efficiency of our 
algorithms. 

NVIDIA also introduced CUDAT [14], a general purpose parallel computing 
architecture – with a new parallel programming model and instruction set 
architecture – that leverages the parallel compute engine in NVIDIA GPUs to solve 
many complex computational problems in a more efficient way than on a CPU. 
CUDA comes with a software environment that allows developers to use C or C++ 
as high-level programming languages and overcome the challenge to develop 
application software that transparently scales its parallelism to leverage the 
increasing number of processor cores.  

One optimization technique considered in the implementation of LSQR is 
utilization of functions of CUBLAS [15] and CUSPARSE [16] libraries. CUBLAS is an 
implementation of BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) on top of the 
NVIDIA®CUDATM runtime. To use the CUBLAS library, the application must allocate 
the required matrices and vectors in the GPU memory space, fill them with data, call 
the sequence of desired CUBLAS functions, and then download the results from the 
GPU memory space back to the host. The CUBLAS library also provides helper 
functions for writing and retrieving data from the GPU. 

 CUSPARSE library contains a set of basic linear algebra subroutines used for 
handling sparse matrices and is designed to be called from C or C++. These 
subroutines include operations between vector and matrices in sparse and dense 
format, as well as conversion routines that allow conversion between different matrix 
formats. 

The most effective and important optimization opportunities are presented in 
exploration and effective use of the device memory.  We use global memory of the 
device to allocate input data. However, the read only data have been allocated in 
constant memory and the fastest shared memory was used for temporary results 
whenever it was possible.  

In case of MLEM, the execution kernel has been written.  Selecting the correct 
size for a thread block is particularly key for performance since it determines the 
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number of threads that can be run simultaneously. We used 512 threads per block 
and chose to generate the number of blocks on a pixel bases.  

4. Results and discussions 

In the reconstruction process, we have analyzed two iterative algorithms (LSQR 
and MLEM) implemented en one GPU card.  The results have been obtained on the 
system  gpu.dsic.upv.es with  CPU of  2.6 GHz and   NVIDIA TESLA K20c  GPU. 
The system belongs to the Departamento de Sistemas y Computación of 
Polytechnic University of Valencia. 

We worked with real projections and reference images acquired from the Hospital 
Clinico Universitario in Valencia. The experimental data have been collected by the 
scanner with 512 sensors in the range 0 - 180 with 0.9 degree spacing. To be able to 
reconstruct the image with the iterative method we complete the given set up to 360 
degrees using the symmetry of the system matrix. We wanted to analyze the 
capacity of iterative algorithms in parallel reconstruction of images from less number 
of projections. With this purpose, from the initial set, three sets of equally spaced 
(with the angle steps 0.9, 1.8, and 3.6 degrees) projections have been derived. 

The reconstruction time for images of 256x256 and 512x512 pixels is given in 
Table1. In the system matrix, the number of rows is obtained by multiplying the 
number of used sensors and angles and corresponds to the number of the projections 
used to reconstruct the image; the number of columns corresponds to the size of the 
reconstructed image (256x256 and 512x512 pixels). 

System Matrix 
(rows x 

columns) 

CPU time 
(seconds) 

GPUtime  
(seconds) 

Speed Up 
Factor 

(256x100) x 
(256x256) 

2.7 0.10 27 

(256x200) 
(256x256) 

5.3 0.18 29.4 

(256x400) x 
(256x256) 

10.5 0.32 32.8 

(512x100) x 
(512x512) 

12.3 0.33 37.3 

(512x200) x 
(512x512) 

24.5 0.67 36.6 

Table1. Matrix size reconstruction time dependence for LSQR 

GPU implementation of LSQR accelerates the reconstruction process up to 37 
times. As for MLEM algorithm, only one iteration requires 132 seconds.   

Figure 1 shows the resulting image reconstruction from running 10 iterations on 
one GPU. It was also important not to lose quality of reconstructed images.   
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Figure 1.  Reconstructed images: a) reference image, b) LSQR reconstruction, c) 
MLEM reconstruction 

The quality comparison between the reference and reconstructed images has 
been performed and the results are summarized in Table 2.  As a measure of quality 
the following comparisons between reference (I1) and reconstructed (I2) images 
have been used: 

 Mean square error: 
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where n corresponds to the resolution (nxn pixels) of the reconstructed image,  
MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.  

Image 
256x256 

 
MSE 

 
PSNR 

 LSQR 0.0054 70.7817 
MLEM 0.0355 62.6334 

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of reconstructed images 
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5. Conclusions  

Two methods have been analyzed in the iterative reconstruction of images. The 
results show that the GPU implementation of the Least Square QR method is 
capable to reconstruct images using under sampled set of projections with 
comparatively acceptable quality.  

LSQR algorithm reconstructs images at low computational cost.  This allows 
reducing the time of data acquisition process as well as the radiation dose for 
patients.  

Although MLEM is one of the widely used algorithms, our implementation of it is 
not satisfactory and we continue our work on it.  

Iterative algorithms do not need a complete set of projections which allows 
reducing the reconstruction time and could lead to more significant results in 3D 
reconstruction where a huge amount of computing is involved.  
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